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About This Content

With 100+ minutes of new epilogues & short films, the Indie Game: The Movie Special Edition DLC is another film's worth of
stories, crafted by the directors of the original award-winning feature documentary. Find out about what happened after to the

developers of Super Meat Boy & FEZ, and about other games and game creators.

- 100+ minutes of new short films in 1080p
- Epilogues: What happened after?
- Stories about more game creators

- Deleted Scenes
- New Team Meat Commentary

(Note: The IGTM DLC contains English Subtitles only. The original feature film continues to have subtitles in 24 different
languages available)
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not worth the price. There are a few issues, like lack of ultrawide support and a bug where loading times go from normal to
excruciatingly long. However, even with these issues, I've had a ton of fun in the game. If you liked previous Ace Combat
games, you'll like this one; if you didn't, you won't.. I love the flow of the game. You can almost feel the wind in your hair while
your sailing. At first the graphics threw me off. I'm not a big poly fan, but it grows on you. It's almost like poly was developed
just for this game. It interacts with the total organic feel of the game. It totally immerses me as very few games have. It has a
very Sid Meier's Pirate's feel too it as well. Exploring, trading, battle are all seamed together in a very fun way.

The only annoying thing for me right now are the sails of the ships. They get in the way of your view when you zoom in all the
way, or zoom out all the way. The focal point seems to be locked to where the main mast and lowest yard arm meet. This makes
your view blocked by the sail for about a third of your top screen. If they made the sails transparent at a certain zoom level or
gave you the option to adjust the opacity of the sails, that would make me happy.

Over all this game is great for an early access game. I can't wait to see how it grows and changes as it makes it march to release..
better than csgo. Guys, I just finished the first two routes and I gotta say, in my opinion, the humor in this game is top tier. don't
let the low reviews fool you, this is a hidden gem of a VN. it's also cool how after the first two routes, you switch protagonists
and take over as the original's best friend, who is also one of the best bros I've ever seen in a VN. The translation was very very
good, I probably only found two or three mistakes so far but they were very minor. in short, if you are a fan of these types of
VN's I would definitely recommend this giving it a 9\/10.. Really good graphics.
High quality sounds.
Satisfying Gameplay.

PS: Thanks to devs for updating system requirements info :)). It's an impressive game, has heaps of potential though it's a bit
rough around the edges. Hope the devs could improve optimisation for it in the future!. What a great, relaxing little game. The
artwork is really cute, the writing is charming, the characters feel like human beings, and it's full of little minigames... this game
has been a pleasant surprise, and I almost never write reviews, but I feel like this one deserves every boost in exposure it can get.

Also, note there's a free demo, which is what sold me on it. Definitely recommended, and if you have any interest (or any
doubts), give the demo a whirl and see what you think. The main game doesn't disappoint, so if you like that, it's absolutely
worth the price.

ETA: I still recommend it, but I will say it has basically no support despite having a few issues. And it's difficult to read the text
if you have eye issues or a high def. monitor.
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This is a moderately challenging puzzle game with straight forward controls. There is a certain amount of elegance in the
simplicity, and it does require you to use your brain to beat it. Despite being quite short it is a great value, and I think this will be
my go to game when showing friends VR.

Unfortunately I have an anime profile picture, so none of my opinions matter.. This game has a framework with so much
potential I was really excited the first few rounds.

Unfortunately, before long it starts to feel like playing rock-paper-scissors with, well, a computer. Random play is equally
effective as well-thought strategy and winning or losing feels like a flip of the coin. However if you lose a round the computer
will replay the round virtually identically so it becomes trivial to win next time.

There's a really good game waiting to be made here, but this isn't it.

. Game could've been better in every aspect. Should be played only if you're desperately looking for sokoban game..
Expectations exceeded!

Don't expect Star Drifter to play like a \u00a30.79 game, everything is done very well and feels solid, the music is good, the
graphics are good, the controls are good (given its key based).

If you like high difficulty shooters and can get on with key controls, I think you'll dig it!. How do I put this?

I get the feeling Bandai is trying to bury Soul Calibur. With the lack of information on content patches, lackluster armor
customization "bundles" that overcharges content that should be free, trying to tell me that music from better games is why I
need to spend that asking price and a complete content drought outside of any paid content. I cant help but ask why is Bandai
trying to chase away the fans of SC?. Enjoyed the experience of Red. Played on PC and found the game to be an new and fresh
take on the horror genre.
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